ABSTRACT
We study the production of direct photons in e+e-annihilation +-ee -+ y + hadrons where the high energy photon is emitted at a large angle to a hadron jet or is a fragment of the jet itself. We give the angle and energy dependence of the cross section for photons radiated from the final state quarks, the initial state leptons, and also the interference term.
Large angle radiation by the quarks is only mildly affected by QCD corrections to the parton model. For photons radiated within or near a jet axis, however, the gluon radiative corrections can be large.
We study the phenomenological implications of these corrections at presentand future energies. Direct photon production affords a unique view into the short and long distance processes of jet formation. It can help clarify the space-time transition between perturbative and nonperturbative processes in jet development.
Introduction
It has long been recognized that direct photon production at large angles can be used to explore the properties and interactions of quarks and gluons at short distancesC1,21. This is because the photons, once produced, leave the short distance regime without further interactions. where the photon is radiated off the final state quarks (- fig. 1 ).
Depending on the transverse momenta between the photon and a quark jet, two different mechanisms give rise to photon radiation. Rq(Q2) (1 -xs) Cl-"$
The sum runs over all helicities of quark and electron, h e9q = +1, -1. 
Note that Rq is evaluated here at a Q i2 = (l-z)Q2. This contribution gets large for soft photons (z -+ 0) and for those collinear with the beams.
We also remarked earlier on the singularity as Q' -f 0, or when the photon energy z -f 1. It is necessary to keep away from these regions. 
The 12. We will come back to this point in the next section.
Quark Fragmentation to a Photon
When the angle between a radiated photon and its parent jet becomes small, the photon is emitted at large times. This means that there is time available for multiple gluon emission before the photon itself is radiated. The momentum of the parent quark is degraded by gluon emission and as a result the photon spectrum is softer than in Born approximation.
The photon spectrum is thus a nice indirect measure of the gluon bremsstrahlung by quarks.
(There is a small contribution to the photon spectrum from radiation off quark-antiquark pairs generated by gluons. This is not important.) We naturally expect that the photon spectrum from quarks vi.11 be much harder than the spectrum of hadrons in a quark jet [5] .
The latter vanishes quite fast as the fractional momentum z + 1; the photon spectrum remains substantial out to very near z = 1. The softening of the photon spectrum by gluon radiation has previously been calculated in the leading logarithm approximationC9-111. In a second step, extending the cut vertex methodC211, it has been shown that the next to leading order contributions substantially affect the moments of the photon spectrum calculated in leading orderC121. It has to be kept in mind that these spectra are summed over-photons emitted at all angles to the jets. The QCD corrections are, of course, only large for the photons emitted near a jet.
Much of the higher order correction to the photon structure function seems to be of a kinematic origin. In closing, we would like to return to an observation made at the beginning of the paper. We pointed out that there is a substantial angular range 6 -10-15' where the quark which emits the photon has travelled distances exceeding a fermi or so. The question is whether or not one can naively sum up gluon bremsstrahlung diagrams in this kinematic region.
Since long distances are involved, the validity of perturbation theory does not seem (to us) to be obviously assured. However, the momentum or z spectra are then very soft. They vanish rapidly as z nears 1. This would mean that for small angles or photon transverse momenta less than about 2 GeV one would see only a very soft photon spectrum. Above this transverse momentum the spectrum would rapidly become much harder and would be substantial even fairly near z = 1. This situation is sketched in fig.  14a .
(b) Perturbative evolution continues down to the virtual parton masses of order the hadron mass -the rho meson mass, for example. Then over the entire angular range above we expect to see hard photons.
(Equivalently, the spectrum remains hard down to transverse momenta of a few hundred MeV.) This situation is sketched in fig.  14b . Only for transverse momenta less than a few hundred MeV do we see very soft photon spectra, falling off fast at large z.
We think that such direct photon experiments, done near the jet axes, can deliver us quite interesting information about the physics of jet formation.
Summary
We have discussed direct photon production in electron-positron collisions in some detail, because we think that it is an excellent application of QCD which goes beyond the usual structure function studies. It involves both short and long distances in quite an intriguing way. The study of the space-time development of jets can be done unimpeded by fragmentation of the quantum which is generated inside the "femto- + JzJ2(zql%)- -ln~lc~s')(-~+~+~+lnxq+lnx~~ -$-+$r2 The total cross section for direct photon production normalized to the efe--+cross section. Fig. 5b The relative contributions aj(q$)/x ak(qiv) for radiation off k . quarks, leptons and the interference term.
Fig. 6
The y spectrum for Q = 30 GeV and on the Z. For comparison we also show the typical hadronic shape of the spectrum from quark fragmentation. Fig. 7 The dependence of the various contributions to the direct y cross section on the angle between quark and photon. The Sterman-Weinberg jet definition for direct y production. 
